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Introduction
Flower-visiting insects (FVIs) are a diverse functional group and many
FVI species perform pollination services that are beneficial to crop
production and conservation of wild flora. However, FVI species from
taxa such as bees and butterflies are in decline. Recent publications
suggest that this process is partly driven by agricultural pesticide use
[1,2]. To institute a protective FVI risk assessment and implement
appropriate risk mitigation measures, pesticide exposure and effects
have to be investigated. After screening the scientific literature, we
identified bees, moths, butterflies, flies and beetles as relevant FVI
taxa.

Non-bee Hymenoptera and Hemiptera may also be relevant but there
was insufficient data to evaluate them. There is not much information
available regarding the ecological properties of FVIs which would be
necessary for a more detailed assessment of FVI habitats and flower
visitation networks. We analysed a trait database of all European bee
species to assign ecologically vulnerable groups whose populations
are sensitive to environmental stress. Since compiled trait data are only
available for bees, other FVI groups could not be assessed.

Exposure

Fig. 1: Exposure of FVI species habitats matrices by spray and systemic pesticide applications.

FVI in-crop and off-crop habitats are exposed to pesticides following
spray and systemic applications and subsequent translocation such as
spray/dust drift or run-off. Therefore, numerous habitat matrices may
contain pesticide residues (Fig. 1). Depending on their ecology FVI
species may be exposed by contact to or consumption of certain
matrices (e.g. soil-nesting bees → soil, herbivore larval stages of
lepidopterans → leaves). Using the bee trait database we could
attribute these exposure pathways to bee subgroups and assess
further parameters such as flight period or food plant preference. Since
such a database does not exist for other FVI groups, detailed
statements where only possible for bees. Furthermore, we found that
there is much data on pesticide residues in severall habitat matrices.
However, it is often unclear how those residues quantitatively translate
into FVI exposure.

Effects
In recent years there has been an increasing number of experiments
involving wild bees (mostly Bombus terrestris and Osmia bicornis).
However, there is little data on a wider array of bee species and almost
no data for the other FVI groups. From the available data it becomes
clear that bee species are highly variable in their sensitivity (Fig. 2).
More complex sublethal effect or (semi-)field studies have detected
pesticide effects on foraging, immune system or reproduction.
However, there is still only a small number of experiments that assess
ecologically relevant endpoints. Indirect pesticide effects on food
resources have not been investigated despite decreased food
availability being stated as a main cause of bee decline [4].
Furthermore, effects on pollination or FVI biodiversity have not been
studied as well as landscape-scale population effects.

Research opportunities






Relevance of non-bee Hymenoptera and Hemiptera as FVIs needs to
be evaluated
Habitat and flower visitation network data for all FVI groups should be
collected
Ecological trait data are needed for flies, moths, butterflies and
beetles to assess vulnerable subgroups which should be confirmed
by population monitoring

Fig. 2: Species sensitivity distribution of wild bees. Adapted from Uhl et al. (2016) and
complemented with additional data. ● & ○ denote contact 48h LD50 values of bee species ( ○ are
literature values). ◆ marks the HD5 value, ▲ the lower limit HD5 [3].









Exposure of other FVI groups than bees should be studied and links
need to be established from habitat to FVI exposure
Other species than the honey bees should be tested, especially for
sublethal and (semi-)field effects
Pesticide impact on FVI populations/biodiversity and ecosystem
services needs further study as well as indirect effects on food
resources
There is a need for a landscape-scale effect assessment
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